Leave the work cubicle behind. Princeton™ is for a new generation that believes the office doesn’t have to be ‘the office’. It’s more than just a new look, Princeton has a personality just like you. It’s about making ‘me’ feel that I’m still me when I sit down for the day.
Princeton doesn’t come with an operating manual, everything just seems to be where you would expect it.
You are never too young or too old to learn something new. Most desking products were conceived to build out from the wall (ie. the workwall) but Princeton™ builds out from ‘you’ and where you work. Makes sense when you think of it. And it does the wall thing too for those of us in transition.
Princeton is easy to live with. In some ways it’s all so familiar, and then you look again and it is all so new.
Our new Graphic™ seating series is a great fit for you and Princeton.
Princeton is fully modular and almost every piece is freestanding. Need an extra few inches to stretch your legs or get around an unexpected nib wall. Just move the desk to where you need it, no need to call the installers.
Say goodbye box drawers and hello wide drawers ‘cause index cards went the way of the dodo decades ago.
Princeton™ is about doing more with less space and less budget. How about a really great place to work in less than 50 square feet? And new ways of doing things like a bench that doubles as file storage. Rolling glass doors that reward the eye and the touch. And the tight product map is easy to spec, easy to reconfigure and easy to manage.
New school or old school, Princeton has the flexibility to do it your way and make you feel at home.
SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS
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